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ABSTRACT

We present a novel approach to the determination of the pointing of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) using the trajectories of the stars in their camera’s field of view. The method starts with the reconstruction of the star positions from the Cherenkov camera data, taking into account the point spread function of the telescope, to achieve a satisfying reconstruction accuracy of the pointing position. A simultaneous fit of all reconstructed star trajectories is then performed with the orthogonal distance regression (ODR) method. ODR allows us to correctly include the star position uncertainties and use the time as an independent variable. Having the time as an independent variable in the fit makes it better suitable for various star trajectories. This method can be applied to any IACT and requires neither specific hardware nor interface or special data-taking mode. In this paper, we use the Large-Sized Telescope (LST) data to validate it as a useful tool to improve the determination of the pointing direction during regular data taking. The simulations show that the method is comparable with the design requirements on the pointing accuracy of the LST (≤14′′). With the typical LST event acquisition rate of 10 kHz, the method can achieve up to 50 Hz pointing monitoring rate, compared to 0.1 Hz achievable with standard techniques. The application of the method to the LST prototype (LST-1) commissioning data shows the stable pointing performance of the telescope.
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1. Introduction

One of the main goals for the next generation of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) is to achieve an angular resolution good enough to allow the detailed imaging of extended objects, as well as the study of the morphology of gamma-ray sources. To cover these specific science cases, an angular resolution of ≤1′ at the analysis level is envisaged for the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA; Cherenkov Telescope Array Consortium 2018).

The remarkable dimensions of modern IACTs, coupled with the weight of their cameras (e.g., the Large-Sized Telescope (LST) of CTA has a reflecting surface of 23 m diameter and a Cherenkov camera weighing about two tons), inevitably cause deformations of the telescope’s mechanical structure. Together with environmental factors, such as wind and temperature variations, these can affect the pointing accuracy and eventually the performance of the whole telescope. Therefore it is of relevant importance to constantly monitor the pointing and tracking behavior of the telescope to provide offline corrections, allowing the achievement of the required pointing accuracy.

Traditionally, the monitoring and correction of the telescope tracking and pointing direction are obtained with dedicated auxiliary devices. For instance, the LST features the following pointing hardware (Zarić et al. 2019): a starguider camera (SG); a camera displacement monitor (CDM); and a set of reference lasers, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and distance meters. The SG is a dedicated CCD camera located at the center of the dish and whose field of view (FoV) includes the star field that allows us to determine the sky coordinates of the SG camera pixels and 5 (out of 12) LEDs mounted around the Cherenkov camera allowing us to determine its center in the local coordinate system of the SG camera. This combination of information allows us to express the position of the Cherenkov camera center in the sky coordinates at a frequency of 1 Hz and with a precision of the order of 5′. The CDM is a CMOS camera located at the center of the dish and is mechanically coupled to the SG, operating at ~10 frames per second; it measures the displacement of the center of the Cherenkov camera with respect to the telescope’s optical axis. The axis is provided by the projection of the spots of a pair of reference lasers, which are mechanically coupled to the SG and CDM, on a reflective target attached below the Cherenkov camera. The reference lasers, LEDs, and distance meters determine the relative positions of the telescope structure, Cherenkov camera, and the devices described above.

While dedicated hardware can provide accurate pointing monitoring and correction, it is not always possible to run it online due to the complexity of the measurement procedures. Furthermore, certain hardware limitations may render it impossible to achieve pointing monitoring frequencies beyond 1 Hz. A higher frequency pointing monitoring is especially valuable for rapid telescope re-pointing in case of transient γ-ray source observations. In this paper we demonstrate that a data analysis method can achieve comparable precision, without requiring specific hardware or dedicated data taking, at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. During observations the off-axis stars in the telescope’s FoV perform a rotational motion around the pointing direction, providing an alternative way to determine the telescope’s pointing through the reconstruction of their trajectories.

A similar approach was employed in several experiments in the past. In Kifune et al. (1993), the authors reported on its application within the CANGAROO project (CANGAROO Collaboration 1993). Then, it was mentioned in several publications within the framework of the same project, with further improvements (Yoshikoshi 1996; Yoshikoshi et al. 1997). In that case the method consisted of using the large increase in the photomultiplier (PMT) direct current (DC), due to stars crossing their FoV. The star trajectory, described by the collection of pixels registered in dedicated runs, allows the calibration of the pointing direction. The obtained tracking accuracy has been derived from Monte Carlo simulations to be better than 1.2′. Such good precision can be achieved due to the presence of at least four bright stars of visual magnitude 5–6 in the FoV of 3′ around the Vela pulsar.

In application to H.E.S.S. telescopes (Braun 2007), even though the overall precision for a typical run did not exceed 5′, the average deviation from the set pointing direction over the year 2006 did not exceed 1′. The limited resolution of the method made it useful only for detecting errors such as large timing offsets.

In the CTA framework, this method was first addressed in Segreto et al. (2019) with the silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) camera of the ASTRI small-size telescopes (Pareschi 2020), and more recently in Ioveniti (2022). Using star images in the Cherenkov camera FoV is particularly appealing for dual mirror telescopes because their auxiliary pointing systems (e.g., a SG camera) cannot image both the sky and the Cherenkov camera in the same FoV, in contrast to the single-mirror configuration. Contrary to CANGAROO and H.E.S.S., the DC of its photodetectors cannot be directly measured due to the AC coupling of the readout electronics. Instead, the variance of the pixel signal, which is provided together with the physics data stream, is used to infer the positions of the stars in the Cherenkov camera. Segreto et al. (2019) demonstrates the possibility to achieve a pointing precision level of up to a few arcseconds requiring several minutes of data accumulation. However, the ASTRI approach relies on variance computations in the camera electronics firmware. The star tracking method has been applied
recently by the larger Schwarzschild–Couder telescope prototype (pSCT), also equipped with a SiPM camera, and described in Adams et al. (2021). The star positions are measured using the SiPM anode currents and require rather long integration periods to achieve the needed precision to reconstruct the star position.

Instead, we propose using the physics data stream from the main Cherenkov camera of the telescope to extract the star positions. Since the Cherenkov camera data acquisition rates are significantly higher than the monitoring frequency of photosensor currents, we expect to obtain a much higher achievable pointing monitoring frequency. In addition, our method directly introduces the evolution in time of the star positions in IACT camera images. It delivers frequently updated corrections to the pointing direction provided by the telescope’s drive system, which is important because the deviations introduced by telescope structural deformations and environmental effects can vary on a short timescale (on the order of minutes).

After the introduction in Sect. 1, we explain the fitting procedure in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we estimate the precision at which star positions can be determined, taking into account the optical point spread function (PSF) of the telescope. Then in Sect. 4, we present the results of the method comparing data and simulations, and we conclude in Sect. 5.

2. Star tracking for pointing determination

The previous applications of the analysis of the star trajectories, described in the Introduction, required significant motion of the star over the monitoring time interval. Therefore, the telescope pointing monitoring rate was low and may have required dedicated runs. Such long data collection intervals reduce the pointing reconstruction precision. For instance, Cherenkov camera sagging due to the bending of the camera support beam is obviously a function of the telescope elevation angle. During a 2-h observation, the telescope elevation can change, for example from almost pointing to the zenith to an angle of 45°. In contrast, the approach described in this paper explicitly introduces time as an independent variable and compares the expected and observed positions of stars at each instant of time, enabling frequent reconstruction of the telescope pointing. In this section we define a set of reference coordinate frames and describe the coordinate transformations required to obtain the expected star trajectories. Following that, we detail the procedure of pointing offset reconstruction from the fitted star trajectories.

2.1. Reference coordinate frames

In this work, we operate with three coordinate frames. The International Celestial Reference System (ICRS) is aligned close to the mean equator and dynamical equinox of J2000.0 (Kaplan 2006). The local horizontal frame is in the Altitude-Azimuth (AltAz) system with respect to the WGS84 (National Imagery and Mapping Agency 2000) ellipsoid. The local camera coordinate frame describes the positions of objects in the focal plane of the telescope; it is a 2D Cartesian frame defined as follows: When the telescope axis is pointed at the horizon and toward the magnetic north and then rotated up to the zenith, the abscissa (x) points north and the ordinate (y) points west.

The nominal telescope pointing is provided in the ICRS frame. In an ideal case, this pointing will be constant when a telescope tracks a certain celestial object. The star positions in the telescope’s FoV, queried from the NOMAD catalog (Zacharias et al. 2005), are also provided in the ICRS frame. On the other hand, the measured telescope pointing is provided by the telescope’s drive system in AltAz coordinates. The coordinate transformation between the ICRS and AltAz reference frames is performed with the corresponding modules of the astropy package (Astropy Collaboration 2022). In addition to purely geometrical transformation, it also accounts for atmospheric refraction effects. Finally, the expected star coordinates and the measured telescope pointing are converted to the camera frame. In this coordinate frame the nominal telescope pointing corresponds to (0, 0) by construction, and the stars perform a circular motion around the actual pointing direction. This coordinate transformation is implemented in the ctpipe framework (Nöthe et al. 2021).

2.2. Star trajectory

We represent the expected trajectories of each star i as an implicit function of time t,

\[ x_i = X(t, e_i, p(t)) \]

where \( x_i \) is the vector of the star’s instantaneous coordinates in the camera frame, \( e_i \) are the positions of stars in the ICRS frame, and \( p \) is the telescope pointing as a function of time \( t \) provided in the AltAz frame by the telescope drive system. In the case of simulations, it is obtained by converting the ICRS right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec) coordinates of the tracked object to AltAz.

The representation of the star trajectory in Eq. (1) can be generalized to include any rotation and tilting of the Cherenkov camera with respect to the telescope’s optical axis or an effective change in the telescope focal length. Nonetheless, in this study we neglect the deformations described above as second-order effects with respect to the planar displacement of the camera due to the bending of the telescope structure.

Finally, we introduce pointing displacement \( \Delta p(t) \) as a correction to the pointing direction \( p \) reported by the drive system. This displacement arises due to eventual structural deformations of the telescope described above and represents a two-dimensional translation between the assumed and actual pointing. Below we detail the \( \Delta p \) determination procedure.

2.3. Pointing offset reconstruction

The orthogonal distance regression (ODR) method (Boggs et al. 1988) is applied in order to reconstruct the deviation of the actual telescope pointing from the nominal position provided by the drive system. The method minimizes the distance between the expected and the reconstructed star positions, returning the correction to the nominal pointing of the telescope. In this way, any systematic effect affecting the star’s trajectory in the camera frame (e.g., due to telescope structural deformation or possible camera tilt) can be accounted for in the trajectory function \( X \).

The choice of the ODR is motivated by two factors. This method does not require us to select a defined function for the trajectory, such as a circle or ellipse. Additionally, all the dependent variables (the star position coordinates) have associated uncertainties. Ordinary least squares (OLS) fitting could work with some changes, but it fails to properly handle errors on both coordinates. On the other hand, the ODR easily handles these tasks out of the box.

In order to estimate the achievable star tracking performance, we used a study based on a toy simulation. We simulate reconstructed star positions (with associated uncertainties) by adding random offsets from their expected trajectories, calculated with a pre-defined telescope pointing offset. For the trajectory function
X, we use the telescope’s optical parameters (such as FoV, mirror configuration, focal distance) and its location corresponding to those of LST-1, the first Large-Sized Telescope of the CTA, which is situated at the Northern Site of CTA at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (ORM). The telescope has a parabolic mirror with a diameter of 23 m, and its FoV is approximately 4°.

As an observation target, we selected the Crab Nebula, as it is a gamma-ray source of great interest to the gamma-ray astronomy community. We considered the stars within 2° of the target direction.

We assumed that a single-star position is reconstructed with an accuracy and precision equivalent to one-half of the camera pixels’ effective angular size. For the LST-1 camera, this amounts to 0.05° (or 180") . Figure 1 shows the simulated positions of the two stars in the vicinity of the Crab Nebula together with fitted trajectories in the camera frame coordinate system of the LST-1. The simulated pointing offset is equal to 0.1° in both right ascension and declination, and the simulated observation duration amounts to 3 h. The timestamps at which the star positions are simulated are logarithmically distributed over the duration of the simulated observation in order to probe the pointing reconstruction performance at different timescales. As shown in Fig. 2, the reconstructed pointing offset stays within $O(10^{-5})$ and shows almost no dependence on the duration of the data acquisition window. The reconstruction uncertainty is $O(15°)$. This is a very promising result, which motivates us to explore in full the application of the star tracking method for the pointing determination of the IACT using the example of the LST-1 telescope. The ability to precisely reconstruct the telescope’s pointing in a fraction of a second is especially important for the gamma-ray burst (GRB) observations when a quick telescope re-pointing is essential and the data taking might start when the telescope is still in slewing mode.

### 3. Single-star position reconstruction

As we demonstrate above, the pointing of the telescope can be determined with impressive precision, provided that the positions of the stars in the FoV are accurately reconstructed. There are three key factors in star imaging with the IACT: the camera readout coupling, the telescope geometry, and its optical properties. The first affects whether a continuous light signal can be directly observed. The last determines how the point-like object (i.e., a star) image will be distorted. The LST-1 telescope has AC-coupled readout electronics so we have two options to obtain a star image in the photodetection plane: using the photomultiplier anode current in each pixel and using the variance of the signal amplitude in each pixel.

The first method provides us with direct observation of the star flux. However, the frequency of the anode current monitoring is below 1 Hz, and thus naturally limits the rate at which the star position can be reconstructed and the pointing updated. In addition, anode current values are not supplied with a physics data stream and constitute a subset of auxiliary variables, thus requiring a specific data access interface development. The second method is universal and works with any telescope physics data stream without the need to develop any custom data formats or access interfaces, provided that the full waveform is available. This technique is not strictly limited to AC-coupled readout electronics and can be applied “as is” to the data from telescopes equipped with DC-coupled readout electronics. In this case the reconstruction performance can be further improved by using directly the DC baseline level. The above considerations lead us to explore the star images through signal amplitude variances. In the following, we describe how to build an image of the star field using individual pixel’s signal variances (Sect. 3.1), we address the effect of the telescope’s optical point spread function (Sect. 3.2), and conclude with the algorithm of the star position reconstruction and associated uncertainty calculation (Sect. 3.3).

#### 3.1. Variance images

A star provides a continuous light flux. The variance of the amplitude of such a signal is proportional to the count rate of
detected photons. Thus, the brighter the star, the higher the variance of the pixel’s waveform that has the star in its FoV. To achieve good accuracy of the star reconstruction, the variance image of the camera (i.e., the snapshot of the camera with variance calculated for each pixel) must be properly cleaned. First of all, as we considered the physics data stream, some pixels would be affected by photons from extensive air showers (EASs) produced by cosmic rays or very high-energy gamma rays. Second, the night sky background (NSB) photons would introduce a Poisson noise. Due to the transient nature of the EAS, the probability that the same camera pixel will see the photons from the EAS in the majority of events in a set of $N$ consecutive events is very small. Thus, we can use a clean-and-average approach to obtain a high-quality image of the star field with the following algorithm:

- Take $N$ consecutive events;
- Clean each event from the EAS contamination by selecting only the pixels that are not affected by the EAS signals;
- Produce a cleaned average variance image using all selected pixels from these events, and subtracting the average NSB contribution.

Below we provide a detailed description of each step of the algorithm presented above. We started with a calibrated events stream, where the pixel waveform amplitude is provided in photoelectrons (p.e.). The calibration of simulated data is trivial, and for observation data, we used the dedicated software provided by the LST Collaboration (Lopez-Coto et al. 2022). In order to clean an event from the EAS contamination, the LocalPeakWindowSum charge extraction algorithm (Kosack et al. 2022) was applied to each pixel to produce a reconstructed charge image. The window shift and width were set to 4 and 8 ns (default for LST-1). The pixels affected by EAS were then determined using the standard LST image reconstruction tools (Lopez-Coto et al. 2022; Kosack et al. 2022), using the default cleaning parameters$^2$. The variances of the EAS-affected pixels were then replaced with the average NSB level, which was calculated using only the pixels selected according to the following criteria:

- the pixel is not affected by the extensive air shower photons;
- the pixel is not in the vicinity of the position where a star is expected to be reconstructed$^3$;
- the pixel is switched on with regular gain settings.

The last condition is specific to the PMT-equipped telescopes and is particularly relevant to the LST camera. In order to avoid damage to PMTs receiving too much light, from a car flash for example, their voltage is reduced to lower their gain when the drawn current surpasses a certain safety threshold. Another dominating effect, entering the PSF and intrinsic to a parabolic mirror, is the coma aberration. It cannot be avoided, as light rays are not all parallel to the optical axis.

To summarize, we took 200 consecutive events, cleaned each of them, and computed the average variance image, as described above. The average variance image will contain brighter clusters where stars are observed over the NSB. Finally, we computed the camera average NSB contamination considering only the pixels that are not exposed to the bright stars and subtracted it from each pixel of the variance image.

### 3.2. Point spread function effect on the star image

Figure 3 shows the dependency of the average variance of the reconstructed star signal as a function of the number of consecutive events used in its computation.
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Fig. 3. Dependency of the average variance of the reconstructed star signal as a function of the number of consecutive events used in its computation.
With star simulations at different positions in the camera frame, we can establish an analytic dependence of the PSF parameters on the nominal star position. The $L$ and $\phi_0$ parameters always correspond to the position of the PSF maximum in $r$ and $\phi$. Measured values of scale ($S_R$, $S_\phi$) and asymmetry ($K$) parameters together with their analytical representations as a function of the radial distance are shown in Fig. 6. Due to the radial symmetry of the telescope, these parameters have no dependence on the polar angle, as confirmed by simulations. The error bars correspond to one standard deviation of the parameter along the polar angle. The dependence of the PSF parameters on the radial distance from the camera center can be described by analytical functions given in Eq. (4):

\[
S_\phi(r) = a_1 \exp(-a_2 r) + \frac{a_3}{a_4 + r} \\
S_R(r) = b_1 - b_2 r + b_3 r^2 + b_4 r^3 \\
K(r) = 1 - c_1 \tanh(c_2 r) + c_3 r
\]  

(4)

3.3. Star position reconstruction and uncertainty

At this point, we are ready to describe the star position reconstruction. First of all, we identify all the bright objects in the telescope’s FoV using its nominal pointing and a catalog of stellar objects. The intensities of the signals from stellar objects observed in the telescope’s camera depend on their apparent magnitudes, the spectral response of the telescope (mirror, camera optical components, and sensors), the telescope readout settings, and the observation conditions. Ground-based IACT sensors are most sensitive in the 400–500 nm wavelength range, which makes it convenient to use the V-band optical magnitude to select stars from the catalog. Selected stars should be bright enough to be detectable, but not too bright to saturate the pixels. Furthermore, in the case of PMT-equipped cameras, the pixels that receive too much light will be turned off for protection. The typical optical magnitude range in V-band for the LST-1 telescope is between 4 and 7, as determined from observations. The size of the queried sky patch is determined by the telescope FoV and constitutes 2° for the LST. While not every observation target will have enough “good” stars around it, 90% of the high-energy gamma-ray sources that can be observed from the CTA-North site have at least two stars in the right optical magnitude range and within a 2° cone around them. We show below that having two stars in the pointing reconstruction routine is sufficient to achieve the desired accuracy and precision.

Following the selection of the stars that can potentially be reconstructed, we proceed with the production of clean variance images following the steps described in Sect. 3.1. For each star, we form a cluster of camera pixels around its expected position in the Cherenkov camera frame. A pixel is added to the cluster if the integral of PSF over a given pixel’s area exceeds a predefined (configurable) threshold. From general considerations, we set this threshold to be 1% of the total PSF integral. The star is considered detected if at least one pixel of the cluster has a variance surpassing three standard deviations of the NSB-only variance. In order to reconstruct the star position, we calculate the weighted mean of the pixel center positions, using the

\[ t = \frac{\sum_{i} w_i x_i}{\sum_{i} w_i} \]

5 These are boundary values, corresponding to a dark night with good weather (optical magnitude 7) and high-NSB or challenging atmospheric conditions (optical magnitude 4).
Fig. 5. PSF fit along the $\phi$ (left) and $r$ (right) polar coordinates for the LST-1.

Fig. 6. Parameterizations of the PSF components as a function of the radial distance between the star and the camera center.

4. Results

The most important feature of our method is that it requires neither additional hardware nor specific data taking conditions to be applied. It provides us with an opportunity of pointing accuracy monitoring for ongoing observations and for retrospective pointing analysis of the collected data.

To date, we have only performed a crude assessment of the achievable star tracking pointing reconstruction accuracy and precision based on a toy simulation. Prior to the method’s application to real data, we would like to estimate its performance using a detailed simulation of the potential physics observation.

4.1. Performance estimation on simulations

In order to make the simulations realistic, we tuned the simulation inputs to reflect a real observation run with the LST-1 telescope. We used the latest LST-1 telescope model which includes all the latest studies on the telescope’s camera, dish, and mirror characteristics, such as photomultipliers differential spectral sensitivity, point spread function and mirror reflectivity (LST Collaboration 2022). We did not simulate the extensive air showers because their impact on the star position reconstruction is negligible following the variance images cleaning and averaging procedures. Because the telescope simulation software, sim_telarray, does not simulate the telescope motion, we prepared a multitude of very short simulations, changing the telescope pointing (and simulated star positions) in steps of one second. Thus, the star positions were reconstructed at a rate of 1 Hz, and the telescope pointing was reconstructed at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The NSB and star luminance contributions to the signal variance were extracted from the observation data. It should be noted that the simulated conditions correspond to the partial moon illumination, resulting in a tenfold NSB level increase to the nominal (dark night) NSB contribution. These conditions constitute the most challenging environment for star position reconstruction that can potentially be observed by the IACTs.

pixel’s variance values as weights, and apply the radial scale factor to compensate for the radial shift induced by the PSF. The uncertainty on the reconstructed position is implemented as the covariance of the pixel’s center coordinates, using the per pixel integrated PSF values as weights. The performance of the single-star position reconstruction has been evaluated with simulations. A star is simulated as $N$ photons randomly distributed over an area 1.2 times the telescope dish diameter and ray-traced to the camera. The number of photons is selected such that the variance of the simulated star signal corresponds to the variance observed in the real data. A position reconstruction accuracy of $20''$ and precision of $25''$ is observed for a star positioned $1^\circ$ away from the telescope’s optical axis.

6 The measurements of the off-axis PSF were not available at the time of this study.
Thus, we expected a fair estimation of the method’s performance and no degradation in the actual observing conditions.

We performed two simulations of the same observation block of approximately 2 h duration (covering the telescope zenith distance range between 15° and 40°) while virtually tracking the 13 Com star. The simulated positions of the stars are shown in Fig. 7. Since the simulation was carried out near the culmination of the stars’ diurnal arc trajectories, their apparent angular speed and traveled distances are small. The first simulation was performed with a perfect telescope’s pointing (see Fig. 8). The second simulation includes an artificially introduced variable pointing offset (see Figs. 9 and 10). The first simulation allows the estimation of the stability of the method and its potential accuracy, while the second determines the sensitivity of our star reconstruction algorithm to possible variable pointing offsets during observations. Figure 8 (top) shows that the reconstructed pointing offset is on average lower than 10″ and compatible with zero throughout the simulated observation block, as expected. A careful eye can spot the three somewhat distinct regions: [21:30-22:07], [22:08-22:46], and [22:47-23:15]. The small but recognizable shifts in the reconstructed pointing offset are due to the movement of stars across the camera pixels which changes the shapes of their clusters. To improve the reconstruction stability, we increased the cluster size by loosening up the pixel inclusion criterion: the integral PSF of the expected signal in the pixel can now be as low as 0.1%, rather than 1% (we call this...
a “loose” cluster). This allows more stable position reconstruction at the price of precision because a larger cluster potentially collects more noise. The results with this setting are shown in Fig. 8 (bottom). Nonetheless, the size of these shifts is much smaller than the typical size of the pixel, and so the reconstructed pointing precision is not much affected. In the following, we apply the loose cluster definition to all the simulated and observed datasets.

A slightly different picture appears in the case of the reconstruction of an artificially introduced progressive pointing offset of the telescope axis in Fig. 9. We shift all stars positions in the camera frame by adding 2.4′′ for each degree of the telescope pointing motion in both zenith and azimuth directions. This increasing shift (−10′′ to +40′′ in zenith and −15′′ to 15′′ in azimuth) is comparable to the pointing offsets of the LST telescopes, which would still satisfy the tracking requirement of CTA. Figure 9 shows the comparison between the simulated and reconstructed pointing offset and Fig. 10 provides its decomposition in zenith and azimuth components. The accuracy of the pointing shift reconstruction is not uniform over the simulated time range. The accuracy in the zenith distance direction also appears to be superior to that in the azimuth direction. This difference can be attributed to the nearly parallel movement of the three fitted star clusters with respect to the zenith distance axis projection on the camera frame coordinate system. Combining this with the fact that the star’s cluster increases in size due to the degrading PSF in the off-axis direction, it becomes clear that the spread of the starlight over the zenith distance component is much larger than over the azimuth distance. This explains why we observe much better reconstruction accuracy in the zenith distance direction. Despite this limitation, the accuracy of the method remains very good and below 15′′.

4.2. Application to real data using the Large-Sized Telescope

Finally, we applied the star tracking method to the real data run used to set up the simulations described above. The data taking was performed by the LST-1 telescope installed at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory at La Palma, Spain on April 9, 2022. The data analysis was performed with the same settings as used for the simulations. The only difference was the presence of the extended air showers in the observations as they played a triggering role in the data acquisition. Due to the nature of the LST-1 DAQ system, the data acquired by the telescope is written to the disk in small chunks called subruns. The typical duration of a subrun is about 5 s. While this data division is not significant for the star tracking method, it provides a convenient way of pointing reconstruction at the O(1 Hz) rate. Figure 11 presents the reconstructed pointing offset as a function of time, while Fig. 12 describes its zenithal and azimuthal components as a function of the zenith distance. The results are grouped according to the number of stars used in the pointing offset reconstruction. This number varies in time, due to transient phenomena such as car flashes or clouds in the FoV. For instance, the gap around 23:15
is caused by a flash of car lights, which is clearly visible in the camera images. We observe that one reconstructed star trajectory is insufficient to provide a stable unbiased pointing reconstruction. However, with two or more reconstructed stars our method demonstrates sufficient stability. The results show a maximum pointing offset smaller than 100″, which is close to the 60″ target tracking accuracy. A large structure, such as the LST telescope bearing a heavy camera and a large mirror dish, inevitably deforms due to gravitational forces. In addition to the elevation-dependent camera sagging, the mirror dish flattens out under its own weight, causing changes in the effective focal length and in the shape of the PSF, thus reducing the accuracy and precision of the single-star position reconstruction. During the commissioning period, the LST Collaboration worked on the telescope bending model and the corrections to the active mirror control settings. While the main effect had been properly compensated, residual overcorrection due to the bending model is observed together with a clear trend with the telescope elevation angle.

5. Conclusions

A pointing monitoring method that only relies on the analysis of the Cherenkov camera calibrated events has been developed. The accuracy and precision of the technique have been evaluated on dedicated Monte Carlo simulations and are of the order of 20″. The method can achieve pointing monitoring at frequencies up to 50 Hz, assuming a ≈10 kHz event rate. It has been applied to real data, and has proved to be remarkably stable (with the deviations not exceeding 20″) when at least two stars are used. In the application to the LST-1 data, it proved that the online pointing accuracy of 1″ is met. The method was designed to be available for all types of telescopes. While its precision and accuracy depend on each telescope’s configuration, better performance is
expected with telescopes having a larger FoV, due to the potential increase in the number of stars that can be reconstructed. The method requires at least two stars in the FoV that are bright enough to be reconstructed, and not too bright to surpass the safety illumination level of camera pixels that causes a lowering of the gain of PMTs. This approach can work alongside regular data collection and can be utilized as a complementary tool for point monitoring in the CTA Observatory or other telescopes.

The star tracking method’s accuracy and precision can be further improved. The key factors affecting the method performance are precise camera calibration and a good understanding of the telescope’s PSF and its evolution as a function of the off-axis angle. The former can be addressed with a detailed analysis of the interleaved calibration events. The latter requires the off-axis PSF measurements with auxiliary devices and can be further improved by implementing signal pattern matching algorithms. These algorithms are computationally expensive and must be carefully considered and optimized before implementation to preserve a quasi-online pointing monitoring rate. Another interesting case of the star tracking method application is the monitoring of the PSF shape and the mirror alignment. These developments will be studied in detail and presented in future publications.
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